ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules are highly polymorphic cell surface proteins that present bound peptide ligands to the T-cells for immune response (Robinson et al., 2001) . Peptide binding to MHC is allele specific. Peptide lengths are variable: 8-12 (MHC Class I) or 9-25 (MHC Class II) residues. A major challenge in immunoinformatics today is to understand the principles governing MHC peptide complex (MPC) formation (Schirle et al., 2001) , enabling computer-aided vaccine design. Various databases currently exist: IMGT/HLA stores manually curated HLA sequences (Robinson et al., 2001) while SYFPEITHI (Rammensee et al., 1999) and MHCPEP (Brusic et al., 1998) contain MHC-binding * To whom correspondence should be addressed. peptide ligands. JENPEP (Blythe et al., 2002) provides quantitative MHC-peptide binding data. The principles governing MHC-peptide interactions are mathematically combinatorial and some interaction parameters have been reported as significant (Kangueane et al., 2001) . While several sequence-based prediction tools exist (Mallios, 2001; Schirle et al., 2001) , an alternate approach to predicting MHC-peptide binding is from the partially curated and redundant Protein DataBank (PDB; Berman et al., 2000) structural information (Schirle et al., 2001) .
MPID is a curated structure-derived MHC-peptide Interaction Database, containing information for each MPC on MHC (allele, source, class), peptide (length, source, redundancy), computed interaction parameters and links to related external databases. Visualization of a single MPC or a structurally aligned set of complexes (selected by MHC class and peptide length) is possible.
DATABASE ARCHITECTURE
MPID is a relational database (mySQL v.3.22.21) developed and hosted on a UNIX server (IRIX 6.5, Apache 1.3.12) and is updated quarterly. Currently, MPID has five dimensions: MPCs, MHC Proteins, Peptides, Interactions and References. MPID data is restricted to PDB experimental structures. Exclusions include non-classical structures (PDB code: 1MHE) and complexes with nonstandard residues (PDB codes: 1DSM, 1D6E, 1MHC, 1KBG). Each MPID entry bears a unique identifier, with sequence data hyperlinked to IMGT/HLA (for MHC) and SYFPEITHI (for the peptide). Related sequences and structures for the relevant protein chains can be accessed via the NCBI Structure database (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure) and bibliographic references from PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed). Functional information on binding is implicit since MPID is restricted to structures with allele-specific bound peptides. Experimental binding strengths have been provided, wherever available.
MPID contains precomputed interaction data on intermolecular hydrogen bonds, gap volume, gap index and interface area (http://surya.bic.nus.edu.sg/mpid/calcul. html). Schematic diagrams (Wallace et al., 1995) illustrate explicit MHC-peptide interactions while structural alignments (May and Johnson, 1995) compare MPCs by MHC class and peptide length.
Data clustering and redundancy
MPID data is sorted successively by MHC: Class, source, allele, then by peptide length (only residues within 5Å of MHC). The non-redundant set contains the best structure of each complex, based on quality and completeness of structural information. For PDB entries with multiple molecular assemblies, the first MPC is stored as a single entity, for rapid visualization, characterization and comparison.
User interface MPID can be searched by MHC allele and PDB code, with options for formulating complex queries and customizing the output (http://surya.bic.nus.edu.sg/mpid/figure.html). Visualization of structures (either MPC, MHC or the peptide) is possible using freely available graphics applications, RASMOL or CHIME, while structural alignment requires a CHIME-compatible web browser client. The entire data set (including PDB coordinates for single MPCs) can be downloaded.
CONCLUSIONS
MPID is a semi-automatically derived, manually curated specialist relational sequence-structure-function database, aimed at in-depth characterization of MHC-peptide interactions. Visual analysis of the MHC-peptide complex, either individually or structurally aligned to other complexes of the same category, has been facilitated. Future developments will include computed data on additional structural parameters characterizing the MHC-peptide interaction zone.
